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The hero of the young outdoor photography scene Guerel Sahin presents for the first time Dolomites' finest nature and

photography spots, inspiring a new generation of outdoor enthusiasts

Lost in the Alps: Sahin's atmospheric photography infuses mountain air, bringing alive landscapes that embody adventure,

wilderness, and boundless freedom

Vivid inspiration for you – and for all your friends with whom you have already spent a night around the campfire!

Guerel Sahin, one of the pioneers of the young outdoor photography movement, presents an exclusive selection with teNeues:

Discover his handpicked natural and photographic treasures amidst the breathtaking mountain landscape of the Dolomites, in South

Tyrol and the Dolomites.

Among the featured highlights are natural wonders such as Val Gardena, Passo Gardena, Seiser Alm, Passo Sella, Cir Spitze, Langental,

Tre Cime di Lavaredo, Cadini Di Misurina, Lago di Braies, Puez Odle Nature Park, Seceda, Platt and Langkofel, Plätzwiese, Antorno

Lake, Stevia, Passo Giao, or Lago Di Sorapis. Sahin personally introduces each of these locations, shares valuable tips for the perfect

photo, and succinctly provides alpine basic information on accessing each spot. An overview map provides a quick reference.

The breath of nature in breathtaking landscapes: Sahin’s lens brings the landscape to life with the whisper of mountain air, creating an

enchanting symphony of untouched wilderness. Immerse yourself in incredibly atmospheric, sometimes dark photography that brings

dreams of real adventure, untamed terrain, and boundless freedom to life.

Text in English and German.

Guerel Sahin, 39 years old and from Kaiserslautern, is a photographer by profession. Eight years ago, he turned his greatest passion

into a profession. His photographic work includes portraits, interiors, lifestyle and travel. However, he has specialised particularly in

nature photography since he was in the Italian Dolomites for the first time. The combination of green meadows, turquoise lakes,

beautiful forests and fascinating rock formations has captivated him.
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